DOT collection

Functional design:
beauty in simplicity
The sun is going down. The room is covered
in twilight. The artificial light takes over the lead.
Now we depend on it as we look at the space
around us. That’s why lighting is an important
substance of everyday use, which should
carefully combine form with function.
The DOT collection embraces the advantages
of both technical lighting and a designer look.
Its hallmark is the inner circle – usually in a contrasting colour to the interior of the luminaire’s
finish. The central element has a dual role:
functional and aesthetic. The source of light is
located on it.
Mounting the light source on the inner circle
allows you to hide it from the observer’s view.
It almost completely eliminates the glare effect.
The light is directed towards the interior of
the luminaire and it is reflected from it before
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it reaches the room. Luminaire’s inner part is
illuminated in a pleasant way and the light that
comes out on the outside is perceived as soft
and comfortable.
The DOT series offers functional, soft light
in a modern form. Thanks to the different sizes
of available luminaires – the larger MAXI RING
and the smaller REVEL – they fit both into private
interiors and public spaces such as lobbies
or restaurants. After all, in spite of their function,
refined interiors deserve well-thought-out and
beautiful lighting solutions.

Forms that surround
us affect both our
visual and emotional
comfort. The DOT series
combines good design
with functionality:
aesthetic form and
pleasant light.

DOT collection
soft and diffused, reflected
light = high visual comfort
stylish, geometric shape
high quality LED light (CRI>90)
diversified dimensions = greater
flexibility in lighting design
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The DOT series combines the
advantages of technical lighting
with a designer look. Its hallmark
is the inner circle – usually in
a contrasting colour to the interior
of the luminaire’s finish. There, out
of the observer’s view, the source of
light is located.

Geometric style
Forms that surround us affect both our visual
and emotional comfort. It is so regardless
of the type of space – home, office, public
or recreational. That is why many everyday
objects are created with exceptional aesthetic
care. It is no different with lighting fixtures.
The DOT series is the best proof that good
design can go hand in hand with functionality.

interior of the luminaire which is gently illuminated.
The light coming outside is diffused and pleasing
to the eye. The geometric forms of the DOT series
is particularly interesting in compositions.

The collection attracts viewer’s eye with
a geometric line. The series distinguishes itself
by the characteristic inner circle – DOT. The light
source is placed on it. Thanks to this, before
the light reaches the room, it reflects from the
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Version with a white
interior and neutral
colour temperature
(4000K) gives more
activating to our body
light. That’s why it
works well in offices
and workspaces. In the
version with a golden
interior, the light is
gently warmed by the
colour of the varnish
from which it reflects.
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The DOT collection combines interesting design
with the advantages of architectural lighting.
The geometric shape hides a high quality LED
light source (CRI>90) within. Thanks to placing
it invisibly on the inner side of the smaller circle,
its reflection from the interior of the luminaire

makes the light emission pleasantly dispersed.
Diversified dimensions of the DOT collection
make it an interesting lighting proposition for
both home and commercial interiors.

www.aqform.com/dot
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